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In Texas, the Land of Football,
It’s Rugby to the Rescue
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programs about two years ago, concerned that state legislators might call for further
restrictions on the sport. The most well-known tackling program was one designed
by U.S.A. Football, which is funded by the N.F.L. But its emphasis was primarily on
youth football.
Rutledge and Martin wanted something that addressed older and more powerful
athletes, and they were impressed with Atavus because of the dozens of techniques it
uses to teach defenders how to approach ball carriers and bring them down.
Pete Carroll, the coach of the Seattle Seahawks, has promoted “hawk tackling,”
which borrows heavily from rugby. But Atavus, which works with coaches at Ohio
State, Michigan State, Rutgers and other colleges, also uses video to analyze and
rate tackles as well as identify additional drills to address deﬁciencies.
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Rex Norris of Atavus met with coaches after the presentation. Cooper Neill for The New York Times
Rex Norris of Atavus met with coaches after the presentation. Cooper Neill for The New York Times
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soften
soften the
the way
way football
football is
is played,
played, even
even though
though rugby
rugby is
is a
a physical
physical sport
sport played
played by
by
burly
burly athletes.
athletes. So
So he
he started
started his
his hourlong
hourlong presentation
presentation last
last month
month with
with a
a blunt
blunt
proclamation:
proclamation:
“We believe
believe in
in tackling
tackling the
the legs,”
legs,” he
he told
told the
the coaches.
coaches. “We
“We believe
believe in
in body-on-body
body-on-body
“We
contact.
contact. And
And we
we believe
believe in
in knocking
knocking the
the runner
runner backward.
backward. We
We know
know how
how much
much this
this
game
game is
is changing,
changing, and
and as
as coaches,
coaches, we
we have
have to
to continue
continue to
to change.
change. We
We have
have to
to
continue
continue to
to change
change how
how we
we think,
think, about
about how
how we
we practice.”
practice.”
Norris
Norris spoke
spoke to
to the
the coaches
coaches as
as a
a peer.
peer. But
But a
a part
part of
of him
him was
was akin
akin to
to a
a physics
physics
professor trying
trying to
to translate
translate complex
complex equations
equations into
into simple
simple concepts.
concepts. Being
Being an
an
professor
effective
effective tackler,
tackler, he
he told
told those
those at
at the
the seminar,
seminar, was
was not
not just
just about
about bringing
bringing down
down a
a ball
ball
carrier,
carrier, but
but about
about maximizing
maximizing one’s
one’s power
power and
and control.
control. To
To tackle
tackle effectively,
effectively, a
a
defender
defender must
must take
take the
the right
right angle
angle to
to the
the ball,
ball, face
face the
the ball
ball carrier
carrier and
and use
use his
his legs,
legs,
hips
hips and
and shoulder
shoulder in
in concert.
concert.
“It’s not
not how
how fast
fast you
you are
are coming,
coming, but
but if
if you
you are
are under
under control,”
control,” he
he said.
said.
“It’s
Common
Common sense
sense suggests
suggests that
that avoiding
avoiding head
head hits
hits will
will reduce
reduce concussions
concussions and
and curtail
curtail
the
the many
many smaller
smaller impacts
impacts with
with the
the helmet
helmet that
that have
have also
also been
been linked
linked to
to long-term
long-term
brain
brain disease.
disease. One
One of
of the
the effective
effective ways
ways to
to do
do that
that is
is limiting
limiting the
the number
number of
of fullfullcontact
contact practices,
practices, something
something promoted
promoted by
by groups
groups like
like Practice
Practice Like
Like Pros,
Pros, which
which
partners with
with Atavus.
Atavus.
partners
But the
the link
link between
between concussions
concussions in
in football
football and
and tackling
tackling programs
programs that
that reduce
reduce
But
exposure
exposure to
to the
the head
head is
is far
far from
from established.
established. For
For example,
example, U.S.A.
U.S.A. Football
Football walked
walked
back
back a
a study
study it
it released
released about
about how
how its
its Heads
Heads Up
Up Football
Football program
program had
had helped
helped reduce
reduce
concussions
concussions on
on the
the youth
youth level.
level.
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And
And one
one of
of the
the difﬁculties
difﬁculties in
in designing
designing rigorous
rigorous studies
studies is
is establishing
establishing just
just what
what led
led
to
to players’
players’ concussions.
concussions. They
They can
can get
get concussions
concussions for
for other
other reasons
reasons —
— such
such as
as

hitting
hitting their
their head
head on
on the
the turf
turf —
— that
that have
have nothing
nothing to
to do
do with
with tackling
tackling the
the ball
ball carrier.
carrier.
Art
Art Maerlender,
Maerlender, the
the director
director of
of clinical
clinical research
research at
at the
the Center
Center for
for Brain,
Brain, Biology
Biology and
and
Behavior
Behavior at
at the
the University
University of
of Nebraska,
Nebraska, in
in Lincoln,
Lincoln, and
and a
a medical
medical adviser
adviser to
to Atavus,
Atavus,

said
said he
he was
was developing
developing a
a “more
“more ﬁne-grained
ﬁne-grained analysis”
analysis” to
to account
account for
for all
all the
the variables
variables
that
that can
can lead
lead to
to a
a concussion.
concussion.
Still,
Still, he
he noted,
noted, “just
“just reducing
reducing the
the amount
amount of
of times
times you
you hit
hit your
your head
head makes
makes sense,”
sense,” he
he
said.
said. He
He also
also said
said that
that from
from his
his perspective,
perspective, “this
“this focus
focus on
on technique
technique is
is really
really quite
quite
new
new in
in American
American football.’’
football.’’

At
At least
least anecdotally,
anecdotally, the
the Atavus
Atavus tackling
tackling technique
technique appears
appears to
to help.
help. Rodney
Rodney Webb,
Webb,
the
the head
head coach
coach at
at Rockwall
Rockwall High
High School,
School, about
about a
a half-hour’s
half-hour’s drive
drive from
from Dallas,
Dallas,

started
started using
using the
the program
program in
in 2016.
2016. While
While his
his players
players quickly
quickly learned
learned the
the drills
drills in
in
practice,
practice, their
their results
results during
during games
games did
did not
not improve
improve until
until the
the second
second season.
season. In
In the
the
season
season and
and a
a half
half since
since then,
then, the
the number
number of
of missed
missed tackles
tackles fell
fell 30
30 percent
percent during
during
games,
games, Webb
Webb said,
said, and
and his
his varsity
varsity team
team had
had no
no concussions
concussions in
in the
the most
most recent
recent
season.
season.

“When
“When it
it comes
comes to
to tackling,
tackling, it
it is
is a
a safer
safer practice
practice and
and a
a better
better practice,”
practice,” he
he said
said of
of the
the
rugby-style
rugby-style technique.
technique. “It’s
“It’s a
a win-win.”
win-win.”
As
As in
in Texas,
Texas, many
many states
states have
have introduced
introduced return-to-play
return-to-play guidelines
guidelines following
following
concussions,
concussions, and
and have
have limited
limited the
the number
number of
of full-contact
full-contact practices.
practices. Some
Some of
of those
those

states
states are
are now
now looking
looking at
at how
how the
the tackling-technique
tackling-technique program
program is
is taking
taking hold
hold in
in
Texas.
Texas. Representatives
Representatives from
from high
high school
school football
football coaches
coaches associations
associations in
in Alabama,
Alabama,
Georgia
Georgia and
and Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, among
among others,
others, have
have spoken
spoken to
to Rutledge
Rutledge and
and Martin
Martin about
about
their
their experience
experience with
with Atavus.
Atavus.
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Meanwhile,
Meanwhile, U.S.A.
U.S.A. Football
Football is
is beginning
beginning to
to promote
promote its
its own
own rugby-style
rugby-style tackling
tackling
program.
But whether
whether any
any program
program can
can reverse
reverse the
the tide
tide of
of players
players joining
joining other
other
program. But
sports
sports is
is another
another question.
question. Coaches
Coaches know
know that
that parental
parental skepticism
skepticism can
can run
run deep,
deep,
even
even in
in Texas.
Texas.
“I’m
“I’m not
not the
the ﬁrst
ﬁrst one
one to
to say
say it,
it, but
but football
football is
is dead
dead in
in 15
15 years
years because
because mama
mama doesn’t
doesn’t
want
want her
her kids
kids to
to play
play the
the game,”
game,” said
said Jim
Jim McDougle,
McDougle, an
an offensive
offensive coordinator
coordinator at
at
Bryan
Bryan Adams
Adams High
High School
School in
in Dallas.
Dallas. “You
“You can
can be
be as
as safe
safe as
as you
you want
want to
to be,
be, but
but it’s
it’s
still
still a
a violent
violent sport.”
sport.”
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